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SketchUp Organic 3rd Edition (2011). Q: Pass an array as an argument to a Mysql stored procedure
I have a mysql stored procedure that has 2 arguments: one is a table and the other is an array. So if I
pass in a table it can get its rows and if I pass in an array it can get the values it contains. It's very
elegant. My problem is that I would like the table in the stored procedure to be array-type. I'm
starting with a small sample of data that I'm loading into a table. I would really like to just have 1
stored procedure and pass in an array that could contain variable numbers of rows, but I can't figure
out how to do that with the "CREATE PROCEDURE" syntax. Can anyone help with this?
CREATE PROCEDURE `testProc`( @inputTableId int, @inputArrayId int) BEGIN SELECT id
FROM @inputTableId WHERE 1=1 FOR JSON PATH, NO CACHE USING @inputArrayId END
if I try this I get the error "array required as first argument" if I try this I get the error "function style
array is not allowed." if I try this I get the error "function style array not supported for functions in
the INFORMATION_SCHEMA database" A: If you can change from a single-argument procedure
to a multi-argument one, there are various ways to do so. The most trivial and easiest way is to
simply add a new argument as a NULL-able TINYINT and then use it as a bit of a switch. CREATE
PROCEDURE `testProc`( @inputTableId int, @inputArrayId int, @multiArgumentBit bit,
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